
Height (cm): 19.6
Width (cm): 22
22
Diameter (cm): 22

2018003003

Kettle 22

Kettle 22

Item number: 2018003003 White
EAN: 5701581495982 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Plastic/Plastic
IP65, Class 3 (12V), 5V 
Cord: 150 cm, Black
Can the cable be replaced? Yes
Switch on the fixture
LED MODUL, Light source incl. 4,8w led
 
Area: Outdoor
Energy class A+
Total driver+bulb consumption (Watt): 4
Transformer/driver placement: I lampen

The possibilities are endless with the Kettle series, as you can de-
termine the type of lamp you want with the replaceable accessories. 
Design and functionality are carefully thought through, so the series 
beautifully illuminates your everyday life - both inside and outside. Kettle 
is not only decorative, it also provides a good light, and simultaneously 
the brightness of the light can be adjusted in three levels. The built-in 

This luminaire contins 
built-in LED lamps
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Lightsource info (pr. light-
source)

Lumen: 300
Lumen/Watt: 62,5
Lifetime: 30000
On/Off: 15000
Colour temperature: 2700K
RA: 80
Beam angle: 120° 
Dimmable: Yes

Energy class A+

The lamps cannot be changed in the 
luminaire.

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Height (cm): 30.8
Width (cm): 36
36
Diameter (cm): 36
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Kettle 36

Kettle 36

Item number: 2018013003 White
EAN: 5701581496088 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Plastic/Plastic
IP65, Class 3 (12V), 5V 
Cord: 150 cm, Black
Can the cable be replaced? Yes
Switch on the fixture
LED MODUL, Light source incl. 6,8w led
 
Area: Outdoor
Total driver+bulb consumption (Watt): 4
Transformer/driver placement: I lampen

The possibilities are endless with the Kettle series, as you can de-
termine the type of lamp you want with the replaceable accessories. 
Design and functionality are carefully thought through, so the series 
beautifully illuminates your everyday life - both inside and outside. Kettle 
is not only decorative, it also provides a good light, and simultaneously 
the brightness of the light can be adjusted in three levels. The built-in 
battery has a durability up to five hours at full power and even longer if 

This luminaire contins 
built-in LED lamps

Lightsource info (pr. light-
source)

Lumen: 450
Lumen/Watt: 66,17
Lifetime: 30000
On/Off: 15000
Colour temperature: 2700K
RA: 80
Beam angle: 120° 
Dimmable: Yes

Energy class A+

The lamps cannot be changed in the 
luminaire.

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com


